Abstract This paper reports on a magnetic field phenomenon, hereafter referred to as null fidds, which were discovered during the inbound pass of the recent flyby of Jupiter by the Ulysses spacecraft. These null fields which were observed in the outer dayside magnetosphere are characterised by brief but sharp decreases of the field magnitude to values less than 1 nT. The nulls are distinguished from the current sheet signatures characteristic of the middle magnetosphere by the fact that the field does not reverse across the event. A field configuration is suggested that accounts for the observed features of the events.
The magnetic field in the dayside outer magnetosphere of Jupiter is subject to large scale dynamic variations. The inbound pass of Ulysses took place at a similar local time to the previous ttybys by the Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft, namely the mid-morning sector of the Jovian magnetosphere at relatively low latitude. During the recent flyby in early February 1992, Ulysses first detected the magnetopause at a distance of 110 Rj(R:= Jovian radius), the furthest encounter yet reported by a spacecraft. During the inbound pass, Ulysses made multiple crossings of the magnetopause, the last being on 4 February 1992 at about 02:50 UT at a distance of 88 Rj (Balogh et al., 1992; Bame et al., 1992) . In this paper we examine a class of dramatic magnetic field events which occur in the outer magnetosphere in which the field magnitude drops to a small fraction of the ambient value. We call these events nulls.
Using the Pioneer magnetometer data, Smith et al., (1976) describe the dayside magnetosphere of Jupiter as divided into three major regions based on the field morphology: Inner, middle and outer magnetosphere. In the inner magnetosphere the field is dominated by the planetary dipole. The field in the middle magnetosphere is dominated by the current sheet (or magnetodisk), an intense ring of current flowing around the planet roughly in the magnetic equatorial plane. The field is mainly radially directed with a substantial azimuthal component. In the outer magnetosphere, the near equatorial Copyright 1994 by the American Geophysical Union.
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0094-8534/94/93GL-01986503.00 field is highly disturbed and predominantly in the direction parallel to the planetary dipole. The null field phenomena that we report here are detected in this outer region. The events are characterised by brief but sharp decreases of the field magnitude to values less th• 1 nT in a background field of approximately 7 nT, and are distinct from current sheet crossings in the middle magnetosphere which also give rise to regions of low field magnitude in the centre. The nulls reported here occur in a region where the field at Ulysses is primarily southward (parallel to the planetary dipole). Current sheet encounters occur where the dominant field component is in the radial direction. However the dearest distinction between the low field region in the centre of a current sheet is that the field reverses sense across the sheet whereas in the nulls reported here the field returns outside the null region to the same direction as before the encounter; there is no field reversal. Our interpretation is that the null region is populated by detached "blobs" of plasma whose pressure is sufficient to exclude the outer magnetospheric field. The plasma is hkely to have been detached from the current sheet but further investigation is required to establish the process. A reference to sporadic occurrences of plasma density enhancements associated with field depressions in the outer magnetosphere suggests that the null field events were a/so detected by the Voyager spacecraft (Belcher, 1983) . Following the event, the B• component increases rapidly and resumes its original value outside the null. The spacecraft is near the magnetic equatorial plane for the entire inbound pass and thus when the azimuthal component becomes negative it implies that the field is being bent away from the rotation direction, when it is positive i t is being bent towards the rotation direction. Similarly, the bending of the radial component is such that the field is tilted towards the planet just before the middle of the event and away after the central passage. 
Interpretation
In Figure 3 , we sketch a field configuration that might represent the field in the vicinity of the nulls reported here. We propose that the eve,nts are caused by the passage of the spacecraft through ,a tube of enhanced plasma ,,aligned roughly along the direction of the arm blent field, i.e. in the 0 direction. Manifestly in the centre of the events there is strong deficiency in the field pressure which we assume must be made up by plasma pressure. Thus we predict that the net number density, temperature or both must increase as the field pressure decreases.
Such a "blob" or bubble of plasma detached from the planet could form by material breaking off at the outer edge of the current sheet in the middle magnetosphere. All the events reported here have been detected in the outer magnetosphere beyond the radial distance where the current sheet appears to be present. We thus propose that the field configuration in Figure 3 Further theoretical investigation is planned.
